Smith Cares to the Core
Our Core Values

Honesty
- To demonstrate honesty, we need to...
  - Be truthful
  - Treat all people fairly

Integrity
- To exhibit integrity, we need to...
  - Be trustworthy
  - Do our own work
  - Keep our promises
  - Know and do the right thing
  - Make the right choice even when not popular

Respect for Self and Others
- To demonstrate respect for self and others, we need to...
  - Be courteous and polite
  - Show kindness toward others
  - Accept others and be fair to all
  - Treat others as we wish to be treated
  - Embrace, value and celebrate diversity
  - Be an upstander-advocate for the rights of others

Responsibility
- To demonstrate responsibility, we need to...
  - Be transparent
  - Think before we act
  - Make informed decisions
  - Be accountable for our actions
  - Admit mistakes and plan corrections

Citizenship
- To exhibit good citizenship, we must...
  - Be an informed citizen
  - Pursue life-long learning
  - Respect authority/obey the law
  - Be environmentally responsible
  - Volunteer within our community
  - Respect the guiding principles of our country
Strength Comes in Numbers

We cannot walk alone.
And as we walk, we must make the pledge
That we shall always
March ahead, we cannot turn back.

-Dr. Martin Luther King Jr.
Aug 28, 1963
NJHS Volunteering for Goodfellows
Listening to Speeches
WE PLEDGE TO THE CORE
# Day1 Upstander Pledge

When I witness bullying at school, home, work, online, or in my place of worship, I will **choose to be an upstander**. I will intervene or report the abuse, and I will reach out to the bullied person to offer support.

I will work to make others feel safe and included by showing **respect and compassion**. I will not use demeaning language, slurs, gestures or jokes about anyone's sexuality, size, gender, race, ethnicity, any kind of disability, religion, lack of religion, income, politics or other differences... even if they behave that way to me.

I will tell someone who is in a position of authority what I saw and heard and make sure there is follow-up.

If I learn that someone is feeling very isolated, depressed or potentially suicidal I will reach out and tell this person that their life has value, no matter how they feel at the moment and no matter what others say or think. I will support them to the best of my ability and connect them with resources or people who can offer assistance.
A Glimpse at MLK's March
SCHOOL POLICY

No Bullying
No Drugs
No Weapons
SMITH ADVISORY BOARD

“The greatest influence is your voice.”
Smith Student Council

“I have a dream to make O.L. Smith greater than ever!

-By us
Smith Empathy Board - letters TO Marjory Stoneman Douglas high school. "Empathy Tree" created by Mr. Kade's amazing art students.
TAKE A STAND
AGAINST
BULLYING
Acceptance, Love, Caring, Kindness
THE SACRIFICE OF GIVING

SMITH NJHS
To serve is to sacrifice

Beautiful
Letters to Parkland “We Care to the Core”
You Must
BELIEVE to
ACHIEVE!
Smith City Beautiful Commissioner

Keep Smith Clean! AND EQUAL ALL.
THANKS TO THE SOCIAL JUSTICE STUDENTS, Mr. BAIZ & THE MIDDLE SCHOOL ADVISORY COMMITTEE FOR LEADING OUR AWWWWWWW SOMMME SCHOOL!!!